FORTINET AND SAFETICA
SECURITY SOLUTION
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solution for securing
data, regardless of where it resides or flows.

Every business runs on data. Whether it is personal, commercial, financial, or any form of intellectual
property, the data needs to be protected. When sensitive data is lost or stolen, a company’s reputation,
customer base and proprietary knowledge are all at stake. The consequences of a security incident go far
beyond regulatory fines or direct financial loss: damage to a company’s reputation can be disastrous.
In a world of ever-present IT security threats, IT security can no longer rely on point products. Integrating
multiple solutions in a SIEM reduces the burden on administrators and enables accessing, monitoring
and maintaining of each solution from a unified console.

JOINT SOLUTION BENEFITS
Safetica & FortiMail
••  Enhanced protection of data sent by email
••  Reduced risk related to employees´ use of email
••  User education on secure email usage

Safetica & FortiSIEM
••  Easy and convenient to work with data security incidents
••  Comprehensive audit trail for incident management

JOINT SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Safetica’s endpoint DLP solution integrates with Fortinet’s FortiMail Secure Email Gateway and
FortiSIEM. Because email is both fundamental to modern daily business communication and a leading
source of data leakage, it is in the top of IT administrators security concerns.
Safetica & FortiMail Integration
Safetica controls what happens with data that leaves a company via email. With FortiMail integration,
Safetica can flag emails with sensitive or confidential content (both body and attachments). FortiMail can
then manage the data flow of these flagged emails and prevent them from leaving the company.
Safetica augments the complete data protection of emails with an efficient user security education
tool. It gives employees confidence to use email without worrying about whether they are following all
security policies, with no additional workload. It simply shows employees how to handle sensitive data,
without changing the way they work.

Safetica & FortiSIEM integration
Safetica supports SIEM notifications, so customers can track incidents outside of the Safetica
management console or reports.
Thanks to this integration, Safetica logs can be processed in the context of a particular security incident.
FortiSIEM allows companies to review a full audit trail – what happened before, during and after a data
breach. The interconnection of these technologies provides a complete overview of what is happening
with the data in a company network.
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SAFETICA DATA LOSS PREVENTION (DLP)
Safetica is an enterprise-level data loss prevention (DLP) solution that is affordable for small and midsized companies. Safetica:
••  prevents data breaches;
••  makes it easy to comply with data protection regulations;
••  teaches employees how to handle sensitive data.
Safetica is easy-to-use and quick to deploy, with no extra dedicated staff or hardware needed. The most
sensitive data is protected in a matter of hours.

FORTIMAIL
FortiMail is a top-rated secure email gateway that stops volume-based and targeted cyber threats to
help secure the dynamic enterprise attack surface, prevents the loss of sensitive data and helps maintain
compliance with regulations. High performance physical and virtual appliances deploy on-site or in the
public cloud to serve any size organization — from small businesses to carriers, service providers, and
large enterprises.

FORTISIEM
FortiSIEM essentially takes the analytics traditionally monitored in separate silos from — SOC and
NOC — and brings that data together for a more holistic view of the security and availability of the
business. Every piece of information is converted into an event, which is first parsed and then fed into
an event-based analytics engine for monitoring real-time searches, rules, dashboards and ad-hoc queries.

ABOUT SAFETICA TECHNOLOGIES
Safetica Technologies is a security software company that delivers an enterprise-level data loss
protection (DLP) solution affordable to companies of all shapes and sizes. The Safetica solution prevents
data breaches, makes data protection regulations easy to comply with and protects companies from
human error.
Safetica is a member of the ESET Technology Alliance, Microsoft Partner Network and a signatory of
the Cybersecurity Tech Accord. The Safetica data protection solution has been recognized by Gartner.
Safetica received Computer Weekly´s European User Award for Security as well as 5-star editor´s ratings
from both CNET and SC Magazine.

Learn more at www.safetica.com
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